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                 Cillaksharam R and a comment on  
                    Cillu letter names (L2/06-247) 
 
                        Naga Ganesan, 2006-07-31 
 
 
1.0 Names for UTC 107 Chillu letters. 
 
     Thanks to Dr. Umamaheswaran for bringing up the issue of name change for 
Malayalam Cillaksharam letters if encoded. There is a need to contrast them with the 
standard pure consonants generated with Virama (candrakkala) sign. There is a proposal 
(L2/06-261) to encode a MALAYALAM CONSONANT SIGN CILLU at U+0D4E, 
This "soft-virama" sign will be very productive in transliteration scenarios and in printing 
Sanskrit texts in Malayalam script. 
 
Uma has suggested "Malayalam Chillu Letter N" etc., the name, Cillu, instead of Chillu, 
is preferred by Malayalam linguists as the original Dravidian word, Cillu is written with 
the consonant C instead of the Malayalam aspirated consonant, Ch.  
 
Two more choices: 
 
U+0D7A MALAYALAM LETTER CILLU NN 
U+0D7B MALAYALAM LETTER CILLU N 
U+0D7C MALAYALAM LETTER CILLU R 
U+0D7D MALAYALAM LETTER CILLU L 
U+0D7E MALAYALAM LETTER CILLU LL 
U+0D7F MALAYALAM LETTER CILLU K 
 
(OR) 
 
U+0D7A MALAYALAM LETTER CILLAKSHARAM NN 
U+0D7B MALAYALAM LETTER CILLAKSHARAM N 
U+0D7C MALAYALAM LETTER CILLAKSHARAM R 
U+0D7D MALAYALAM LETTER CILLAKSHARAM L 
U+0D7E MALAYALAM LETTER CILLAKSHARAM LL 
U+0D7F MALAYALAM LETTER CILLAKSHARAM K 
 
Refer also to documents: L2/06-261, L2/06-260 and L2/06-251. Reasons for changing the 
name from MALAYALAM LETTER RR to  MALAYALAM LETTER CILLU R are 
explained next. 
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2.0 MALAYALAM CILLAKSHARAM R 
 
Standard Malayalam references mention Cillaksharam R, and not Cillaksharam RR. In 
this section, a sample of references and International  transliteration standards of 
Malayalam cillaksharams are provided to check the data about Cillu R. It will be 
appropriate to use the Unicode character name as MALAYALAM LETTER CILLU R 
instead of MALAYALAM LETTER RR. It is important to note that a remark in 
Rajarajavarma’s book about a pronunciation has been misinterpreted, but  the word, 
“kaarmeegham” is available in Malayalam dictionaries and in other surrounding 
languages (dictionaries and books) that clearly show that the root letter is written and 
transliterated as R only (not RR). 
 
(a) 
Library of Congress ALA-LC romanization table for Malayalam: 
http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/romanization/malayala.pdf 
Note 3. on page 2 has Cillu R (and no Cillu RR). 
 
(b) 
United Nations' transliteration scheme for Malayalam (1977): 
http://www.eki.ee/wgrs/rom1_ml.pdf 
See Section III, Page 2. Again only Cillu R. 
 
Other major Malayalam references about Cillaksharams and specifically the Cillu R are 
attached in the next two following pages. 
 
A. R. Rajarajavarma mentioned in his book that the term, "kaarmeegham" has a trill r 
sound locally but the letter "r" is what is used. The “rm” cluster in Kaarmeegham is as in 
Sanskrit words (Dharma, Karma, ...) which can be written with  Cillu R only, not with 
Cillu RR (Other options are to write the cluster rm as a conjunct or with a virama). This 
particular word, "kaarmeegham" (black cloud) is in H. Gundert's Malayalam dictionary, 
and uses the transliteration of R, and not RR (given in Figure 1 of the document). So, for 
the word, Kaarmeegham in Malayalam (or for that matter, in Tamil or Telugu or 
Kannada), there is letter R only (and not RR). 
 
Prof. A. Govindankutty Menon, Professor of Linguistics and Indology, Leiden University 
(A.G.Menon@let.leidenuniv.nl) confirmed through e-mail (July 10, 2006) that the word, 
"Kaarmeegham" uses Cillaksharam R only and not Cillaksharam RR: "Even in cases like 
'kaarmeegham' the r is transliterated as R and not as RR. In the word final position R does 
not become RR. For transliteration it remains as R. Please consult the book of Asher. " 
 
Hence it is requested that a name like MALAYALAM LETTER CILLU R be used if 
Cillu letters are individually encoded in Unicode, not the character name, Cillu RR. 
 
Thanks, 
Naga Ganesan (naa.ganesan@gmail.com) 
 
 
 
 








